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Gab-Stopper is an easy-to-use voice level monitoring and feedback tool. Designed primarily for classroom noise control, the
application is also useful in offices, meeting rooms, hospitals and more. Using graphical symbols, Gab-Stopper provides easy
feedback in the form of a standard traffic light. Green indicates acceptable voice levels. Yellow means warning and indicates
increasing voice levels. Red means alert and indicates sound levels are unacceptable. Optional.wav sounds can be played on the
computer when warning or alert levels are reached. As an incentive for students, Gab-Stopper provides an automatic score
indicator ranging from 0 to 100%. If voice levels are kept low, the score bar increases. If voice levels rise, the score bar
decreases. This feature can be used as a continual feedback and reward mechanism. While Gab-Stopper's primary purpose is to
function as a teacher's aid, it is also well-suited for for other uses. For instance, parents can use the tool to help control noise in
the home, especially when some quality time is desired. Gab-Stopper is suitable for any venue where noise is a problem. Gab-
Stopper provides functions and features similar to electronic devices. These devices also monitor noise levels, but are somewhat
limited in their ability. They are unable to filter incidental noises such as coughs, door-closure, or book-drops. In addition, these
devices are generally inflexible and can be somewhat expensive. To operate Gab-Stopper in the best possible conditions you will
need a quality microphone with good sensitivity and dynamic range. Here are some key features of "Gab Stopper": ￭ Traffic
signal with red, yellow, and green indicators ￭ Sound level meter indicates noise levels ￭ Score-bar [0 to 100] provides positive
incentive ￭ Configurable noise detection setting prevents "triggering" on incidental noises ￭ Adjustable sensitivity to detect
voices at a distance. ￭ Choose optional sound.wav file to play when warning (yellow) or alert (red) occurs ￭ Timer displays
elapsed monitoring time ￭ Optional magnification for distance viewing Required Software: ￭ Digital Camara ￭ Sound-card
(PCI or Soundblaster) ￭ VGA Monitor ￭ Sound-card ￭ Speakers (optional) Limitations: ￭ 14 days
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$11.85 Price: $17.95 Extract Copyright© 1996, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2003 Professional Microsystems Inc. All Rights Reserved.
All graphics and text on this page are Copyright © 1999, Professional Microsystems Inc. SETTLING IN The Gab-Stopper is a
voice-level monitoring & feedback tool. Designed primarily for controlling noise levels in the classroom, the application is also
useful in offices, meeting rooms, hospitals and more. Using graphical symbols, Gab-Stopper provides easy feedback in the form
of a standard traffic light. Green indicates acceptable voice levels. Yellow means warning and indicates increasing voice levels.
Red means alert and indicates sound levels are unacceptable. Optional.wav sounds can be played on the computer when warning
or alert levels are reached. As an incentive for students, Gab-Stopper provides an automatic score indicator ranging from 0 to
100%. If voice levels are kept low, the score bar increases. If voice levels rise, the score bar decreases. This feature can be used
as a continual feedback and reward mechanism. While Gab-Stopper's primary purpose is to function as a teacher's aid, it is also
well-suited for for other uses. For instance, parents can use the tool to help control noise in the home, especially when some
quality time is desired. Gab-Stopper provides functions and features similar to electronic devices. These devices also monitor
noise levels, but are somewhat limited in their ability. They are unable to filter incidental noises such as coughs, door-closure, or
book-drops. In addition, these devices are generally inflexible and can be somewhat expensive. To operate Gab-Stopper in the
best possible conditions you will need a quality microphone with good sensitivity and dynamic range. Here are some key
features of "Gab Stopper": ￭ Traffic signal with red, yellow, and green indicators ￭ Sound level meter indicates noise levels ￭
Score-bar [0 to 100] provides positive incentive ￭ Configurable noise detection setting prevents "triggering" on incidental noises
￭ Adjustable sensitivity to detect voices at a distance. ￭ Choose optional sound.wav file to play when warning (yellow) or alert
(red) occurs ￭ Timer displays elapsed monitoring time ￭ Optional magnification for distance viewing Requirements: ￭ Pentium
CPU 1d6a3396d6
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Gab-Stopper is designed to help schools, clubs, offices and families with one problem - excessive noise. The voice-level
monitoring and feedback feature will be of great benefit to those working in the following environments. ￭ Classrooms ￭
Cafeterias ￭ Meetings ￭ Library ￭ Conference rooms ￭ Play areas ￭ Hospital ￭ Auditorium ￭ Libraries ￭ Playrooms ￭ Day
care centres ￭ Hotels ￭ Homes ￭ Apartments ￭ Foyers ￭ Bathrooms ￭ Parking lots ￭ Sleeping ￭ Grading ￭ Meeting ￭ Working
￭ Transporting ￭ Showering ￭ Stocking ￭ Courses ￭ Libraries ￭ Classes ￭ Auditing ￭ Home schooling ￭ Play rooms ￭
Stairwells ￭ Business ￭ Laboratories ￭ Conference ￭ Studying ￭ Recording ￭ Teaching ￭ Hospital ￭ Cell blocks ￭ Storerooms
￭ Showers ￭ Changing rooms ￭ Training ￭ Veterinary clinics ￭ Restrooms ￭ Billing ￭ Bar offices ￭ Art studios ￭ Mixing ￭
Graduations ￭ Gallery ￭ Boxing ￭ Beauty studios ￭ Hairdressers ￭ Shopping ￭ Therapists ￭ Dental surgeries ￭ Transfers ￭
Medical surgeries ￭ Hairdressing ￭ Waxing rooms ￭ Boxing ￭ Boutique shops ￭ Shoe repairing rooms ￭ Hairdressers ￭
Injection rooms ￭ Hanging up clothes ￭ Sports medicine ￭ Judo rooms ￭ Gymnasiums ￭ Hockey rooms ￭ Squash courts ￭
Netball courts ￭ Basketball courts ￭ Tennis courts ￭ Frisbee flying ￭

What's New In?

Gab-Stopper is a voice level monitoring and feedback tool. It was designed primarily for controlling noise levels in the
classroom, the application is also useful in offices, meeting rooms, hospitals and more. Using graphical symbols, Gab-Stopper
provides easy feedback in the form of a standard traffic light. Green indicates acceptable voice levels. Yellow means warning
and indicates increasing voice levels. Red means alert and indicates sound levels are unacceptable. Optional.wav sounds can be
played on the computer when warning or alert levels are reached. As an incentive for students, Gab-Stopper provides an
automatic score indicator ranging from 0 to 100%. If voice levels are kept low, the score bar increases. If voice levels rise, the
score bar decreases. This feature can be used as a continual feedback and reward mechanism. While Gab-Stopper's primary
purpose is to function as a teacher's aid, it is also well-suited for for other uses. For instance, parents can use the tool to help
control noise in the home, especially when some quality time is desired. Gab-Stopper is suitable for any venue where noise is a
problem. GabStopper has a myriad of applications: ￭ Classrooms ￭ Offices ￭ Conference rooms ￭ Cafeterias ￭ Meeting areas
￭ Hospitals ￭ Libraries ￭ Homes ￭ Play areas ￭ Musems ￭ Auditoriums Gab-Stopper provides functions and features similar to
electronic devices. These devices also monitor noise levels, but are somewhat limited in their ability. They are unable to filter
incidental noises such as coughs, door-closure, or book-drops. In addition, these devices are generally inflexible and can be
somewhat expensive. To operate Gab-Stopper in the best possible conditions you will need a quality microphone with good
sensitivity and dynamic range. Here are some key features of "Gab Stopper": ￭ Traffic signal with red, yellow, and green
indicators ￭ Sound level meter indicates noise levels ￭ Score-bar [0 to 100] provides positive incentive ￭ Configurable noise
detection setting prevents "triggering" on incidental noises ￭ Adjustable sensitivity to detect voices at a distance. ￭ Choose
optional sound.wav file to play when warning (yellow) or alert (red) occurs ￭ Timer displays elapsed monitoring time ￭
Optional magnification for distance viewing Requirements: ￭ Pentium CPU ￭ 1 MB RAM ￭ 1 MB Available Hard Disk Space
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System Requirements:

Windows 8.1 64-bit, Windows 7 64-bit, Windows Vista 64-bit OS: Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or higher
Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 20 GB available space Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with
256 MB RAM (This requirement may vary by game) Internet Connection: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes:
This game uses a broadband Internet connection. Heads-Up Display (HU) and Compass Display
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